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PART 5

INHIBITION

Creation

146 Certain decrees and documents of debt to authorise inhibition without need for
letters of inhibition

(1) Inhibition in execution is competent to enforce—
(a) payment of a debt constituted by a decree or document of debt;
(b) subject to subsection (2) below, an obligation to perform a particular act (other

than payment) contained in a decree.

(2) Inhibition under subsection (1)(b) above is competent only if the decree is a decree—
(a) in an action containing an alternative conclusion or crave for payment of a

sum other than by way of expenses; or
(b) for specific implement of an obligation to convey heritable property to the

creditor or to grant in the creditor's favour a real right in security, or some
other right, over such property.

(3) In section 3 of the Writs Execution (Scotland) Act 1877 (c. 40) (warrant in extract writ
to authorise diligence), after paragraph (b) insert—

“(ba) in relation to an ordinary debt within the meaning of the Debtors
(Scotland) Act 1987, inhibition against the debtor;”.

(4) In section 7(1) of the Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Extracts Act 1892 (c. 17) (warrant in
extract decree to authorise diligence), after paragraph (b) insert—

“(ba) in relation to an ordinary debt within the meaning of the Debtors
(Scotland) Act 1987, inhibition against the debtor;”.

(5) In section 87(2) of the 1987 Act (warrant in extract decree to authorise diligence),
after paragraph (b) insert—
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“(ba) in relation to an ordinary debt, inhibition against the debtor;”.

(6) It is not competent for the Court of Session to grant letters of inhibition.

(7) In a case where inhibition is executed under subsection (1)(b) above—
(a) sections 165 and 166 of this Act do not apply; and
(b) sections 158, 159, 160 and 163 of this Act have effect as if references to

a “debtor” or “creditor” were references to the debtor or creditor in the
obligation.

(8) In this Part—
“decree” has the meaning given by section 221 of this Act, except that paragraphs
(c), (g) and (h) of the definition of “decree” in that section do not apply; and
“document of debt” has the meaning given by section 221 of this Act.

(9) The Scottish Ministers may by order modify the definitions of “decree” and “document
of debt” in subsection (8) above by—

(a) adding types of decree or document to;
(b) removing types of decree or document from; or
(c) varying the description of,

the types of decree or document to which those definitions apply.
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